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THE BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING (BEP) BEGAN
producing series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Notes in June 1997, with a
scheduled release date of October 27 that same year.  But an engraving
detail unexpectedly resulted in the production of a significant percentage

of flawed notes.  After determining the cause of the problem, the BEP made modifi-
cations to the printing plates and fine-tuned inspection equipment to improve
detection of the flaws.  With the production problems largely resolved by early
September, the BEP was able to fill the Federal Reserve’s request for enough high-
quality notes in time for their scheduled release into circulation.  What happened to
the 217.6 million newly designed notes — potentially many with flaws — that were
printed prior to the implementation of the corrective changes?

In an attempt to find the answer to that question, I began searching for and
documenting series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Notes still circulating almost thirteen
years after their initial release.

The flaw

Series 1996 introduced major changes in the designs of U.S. currency.
Larger, off-center portraits were among many new features that were intended to
deter counterfeiters.  On the $50 note, another new security feature was a pattern of
difficult-to-replicate, concentric fine lines in the background of Ulysses Grant’s por-
trait (Figure 1) as well as on the back above the U.S. Capitol building (Figure 2).
But soon after production of the new $50 note was underway, BEP workers discov-
ered that many of the notes exhibited what appeared to the naked eye as breaks or
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Figure 1: Inset depicting magnified image of concentric fine lines behind portrait of Ulysses
Grant on face of series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Note.
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gaps in the concentric lines (Figure 3).  BEP officials “viewed the problem as a start-
up issue to be expected with the production of a completely new note design” and
did not consider the problem serious enough to cease production while working to
find a resolution.  Thus, production continued despite the flaw.

However, when Federal Reserve officials learned of the problem and exam-
ined some of the notes in early September 1997, they decided that the flawed notes
could not be accepted for distribution.  Their concern was that promotional and
educational materials about the new note had emphasized greatly the high quality of
the note, particularly the concentric fine lines.  They thought the public might be
receiving mixed signals about the quality of the note if flawed notes were introduced
into circulation.

The fix
The matter was serious enough that Federal Reserve and BEP officials spoke

at an informational hearing of the U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on
Domestic and International Monetary Policy on October 1, 1997.  According to
transcripts of the hearing and a report prepared especially for that meeting, the BEP
had determined that the problem was caused by “pull-out,” wherein the wiper that
removes excess ink from the surface of the plate at times wiped ink out of the fine
lines of the plate prior to printing.  Pull-out occurred intermittently and inconsis-
tently.  For example, a gap appearing on a note from one plate position on a plate
did not appear on every note printed from that same plate position (Figure 4).  To
fix the problem, the plates were modified by cutting small “dams” in the bottoms of
the lines to hold the ink during the wiping process.  These dams had been intro-

Figure 2: Inset depicting magnified image of concentric fine lines behind U.S. Capitol Building
on back of series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Note.

Figure 3: Inset depicting magnified image of gap in concentric fine line.  Notice that while the
gap appears as white space to the naked eye, magnification shows that the gap is not com-
pletely devoid of ink.  The presence of a minor amount of ink initially contributed to the
inability of inspection equipment to identify flawed notes consistently.  Arrows point to other
gaps at various locations.
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duced about August 1, at which point about 160 million notes were already pro-
duced.  The engraving modifications greatly reduced the pull-out problem.  About
57.6 million more notes were printed subsequently but before recalibration of
inspection equipment on September 8, which improved the detection of flawed
notes.  Notes printed after September 8 were deemed acceptable by the Federal
Reserve for release to the public.  The BEP felt confident that it could deliver a suffi-
cient quantity of high-quality notes to meet the Federal Reserve’s original targeted
release date of October 27.

Questionable quality notes

The Federal Reserve and the BEP faced a dilemma, however, about what to
do with the 217.6 million notes that were produced before September 8, a significant
but unknown percentage of which exhibited flaws.1 Officials from both agencies
informed the monetary policy subcommittee that three options were under consider-
ation:

(a) Destroy all 217.6 million notes and replace them;
(b) Inspect the 217.6 million notes and destroy and replace only the flawed
notes;

(c) Wait a few years after higher quality notes had been in circulation, then
circulate the 217.6 million notes.

At the time of the subcommittee hearing, no option had yet been selected.
Although the Federal Reserve did not feel a need to rush to make a decision since
enough high-quality notes would be on hand in time for the October 27 release date,
a decision was expected by the end of the year.

The decision

In an attempt to discern the outcome, in August 2010, I began searching for
and documenting series 1996 $50 notes still circulating some thirteen years after
their initial release.  It became clear immediately that the first option was not select-
ed as notes printed before September 1997 — some with gaps in the concentric lines
and some without — turned up in circulation.  The note in Figure 3, for example,
was serialed in August 1997, according to BEP production reports.

1 Two samples of 1,200 and 1,000 notes that were produced before
September 8, 1997, showed flaw rates of 56% and 45%, respectively.  Meanwhile,
two samples of 1,000 and 1,664 notes printed after September 7, 1997, showed flaw
rates of 2% and 12%, respectively.  The U.S. General Accounting Office report that
was prepared for the monetary policy subcommittee hearing cautioned that more
rigorous and scientific sampling would be necessary to arrive at a better estimate of
the percentage of flawed notes.

Figure 4: Close up images from two different
Series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Notes from
the same plate position (F4) on the same plate
(F14).  Notice that the gap in the line on the
left-hand image is not present in the right-hand
image and that the gap in the line on the right-
hand image is not present in the left-hand
image.  (Left image courtesy D. Moffitt)
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At the time of the subcommittee hearing, Federal Reserve officials stated
that the last option was the least likely of the three to be selected.  After making sev-
eral inquiries to the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, I eventually was informed
that 40.9 million, or almost 19%, of the 217.6 million notes were shredded between
July 1999 and January 2000 – starting more than one year and a half after the sub-
committee hearing – due to the printing flaw.  The Federal Reserve would not identi-
fy the criteria used to determine whether a note was of acceptable level of quality to
be circulated.  Presumably the 176.7 million notes that were not shredded were cir-
culated at some point, although the Federal Reserve did not state the time period
over which that occurred.

Affected blocks
Serial and plate data from observed notes indicate that the blocks listed in

Table 1 probably comprised the initial 217.6 million notes produced.  Those are the
blocks where flaws are most likely to be found.

However, there are two circumstances in which flawed notes can also be

Figure 5: Multiple gaps on a series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Note printed before September 8, 1997 but serialed in March 1998.

Figure 6: Gap on a series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Note printed after September 8, 1997 (and serialed in January 1998).

Table 1 – Series 1996 $50 Federal Reserve Notes printed before implementation of corrective engraving
and/or recalibration of inspection equipment
Block Serial Range Serial Month Face Plates* Back Plates*
AB-* 03200001-06400000 July 1997 7,8,9,10,11 5,6,7,8,10,12
AB-A 00000001-64000000 ” 12,13,14,15 14,15
AB-A 64000001-92800000 August 1997 17,21,51,53
AC-A 00000001-22400000 ” 54,55
Ag-A 00000001-41600000 ”
AA-A 00000001-09600000 September 1997
AD-A 00000001-32000000 ”
AI-A 00000001-12800000 ”
* Observed/documented plate numbers; additional plates might be found in the affected blocks.
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found on other blocks as well.  Some sheets that were printed before corrective
actions were taken but serialed after September 8 show up in some later blocks and
may appear with the flaw (Figure 5).  Second, although the dams that were intro-
duced to the printing plates greatly reduced the pull-out problem, they did not com-
pletely eliminate it.  This meant that a small percentage of sheets printed after
September 8 occasionally exhibited gaps in the concentric fine lines (Figure 6).

In the end, the flaw in the new $50 note that caused so much concern for the
Federal Reserve turned out to be inconsequential to the public, which accepted both
unflawed and flawed notes as evidenced by numerous examples readily found circu-
lating more than a dozen years after their release into circulation.
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THE SECOND EDITION OF THE COLLECTORS GUIDE
to Postage & Fractional Currency by Robert J. Kravitz is

now available, published by the Coin & Currency Institute in
full color. The highly acclaimed first edition received the 2004
Literary Award from the Professional Currency Dealers
Association (PCDA), and gained immediate recognition as a nec-
essary collector's reference book. 

Postage and Fractional Currency
were adopted following passage of the Act
of  July 17th, 1862, which monetized
“postage and other stamps.”

The public turned to regular
postage stamps, but this proved to be
unworkable as the stamps soon became
dirty, sticky and unfit for use. They were
just not designed to be used over and over
again. 

Treasurer of the United States,
Francis E. Spinner took the idea of using
stamps as currency to the next level. He
pasted unused U.S. Postage stamps on
bits of Treasury paper cut of a uniform
size for the convenience of handling, and
signed them. Congress liked the idea and
Postage Currency was born.

In August 1862 the Federal Government issued
Postage Currency with the likeness of stamps on the notes. These
were eagerly accepted, as the new way to make change. The notes
were issued in 5¢, 10¢, 25¢ and 50¢ denominations. These notes

were soon counterfeited, which created the need to issue new
designs. These new notes were called Fractional Currency. Soon,
Fractional Currency became the pocket change of the North dur-
ing the Civil War.

This updated edition contains not only the latest trends in
prices for Postage and Fractional Currency, but also more than

20 pages of more detailed and previously unpub-
lished information on the history of this aspect of
America's numismatic heritage. Also included in
its 200 pages are hundreds of full-color photos, a
rarity guide for each individual note, and valua-
tions in up to eight conditions.  The book’s author
has been researching, collecting and dealing in
Postage and Fractional Currency since 1968 and is
recognized as one of the leading experts in this
field.  

The book (ISBN 978-087184-204-6)  is in a
convenient 6x9 format with a list price of $49.50
(plus $5.75 postage & handling) and is available
from book stores, coin and paper money dealers,
and from internet book sellers. An E-book version
(ISBN 978-087184-206-0) is also being offered for
$29.50. 

Copies of both versions may also be obtained
from the Coin & Currency Institute, P.O. Box

399, Williston, VT 05495.  Major credit cards are accepted. Call
toll-free 1-888-471-1441. Fax (973)  471-1062. E-mail:
mail@coin-currency.com. Sample pages are now posted at
www.coin-currency.com, as well to securely order on line.         �

Coin & Currency Inst. brings out 2nd Kravitz ed. in full color
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